
IT'S GOOD TO BE BACK!

As we enter into Spring for 2020 I would like to formally welcome you all back

to Squat Club after three long months of closure.

Again I want to express my gratitude to the  entire Squat Club community who

helped pull together to keep the Squat Club doors open for everyone in June.

We appreciate you all and at times like this communities sticking together is

everything.

We have set a number of rules issued by the government and I would like to

thank each and everyone of you for complying and continuing to help make

Squat Club a safe environment for us all to train in.

We have a number of really exciting new things coming to Squat Club that we

know you will absolutely love! So keep your eyes peeled in the coming weeks

and months!

Lastly, we have also added an audio version of the Squat Club Scoop which you

can find in your emails. We hope you enjoy our Spring edition of the Squat Club

Scoop!
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4 WAYS TO SAVE TIME IN
THE GYM

If you are someone who has

minimal time to work out, or

perhaps a change in life

circumstances simply means you

can no longer dedicate hours on

end to your training, fear not.

These four tips will allow you to

get in and out of the gym and still

provide for an effective and

beneficial training session.

1. SET CLEAR TIME

CONSTRAINTS

Ideally, the time limits you put on

your workouts will effectively

account for both your overall

scheduling demands and your

training program. Fully

acknowledging the wide variance

which exists between individuals in

terms of their day-to-day

obligations and the amount of time

their training program realistically

demands.

2. MAKE YOUR WARMUP SHORT

& SPECIFIC

It’s important keeping in mind why

we warm up in the first place: to

improve performance and decrease

injury risk.Some warmup routines

can actually reduce performance

by causing local (muscular) or

general fatigue and take up time

which could otherwise be allocated

toward the core of your workouts.

W R I T T E N  B Y  G Y M  M A N A G E R  L E N K A  S U C H A N K O V A

 As such, I recommend performing

the least amount of low-intensity

cardio necessary to raise your core

body temperature (no more than

ten minutes, at an intensity you

could maintain for at least twice as

long), improve whole-body

mobility, and mentally prepare you

for lifting, along with the least

amount of mobility/activation

work necessary to maximize

performance and minimize injury

risk, with this work being directly

relevant to the particular lifts

you’ll be performing in the workout

itself. For example, prior to a lower

body workout it might be best to

focus on dynamic warmups which

improve your hip and ankle

mobility, and prior to an upper

body workout you might want to

focus on movements which

encourage proper scap positioning.

3. CHOOSE EXERCISES WITH A

QUICK SETUP

While there is no doubt the ‘big’

compound lifts (e.g. squats,

deadlifts, hip thrusts, bench press,

and overhead press) should make

up the core of our training, they

aren’t without their own

disadvantages.

"THE TIME
LIMITS YOU PUT

ON YOUR
WORKOUTS WILL

EFFECTIVELY
ACCOUNT FOR

BOTH YOUR
OVERALL

SCHEDULING
DEMANDS AND
YOUR TRAINING

PROGRAM.."



4 WAYS TO SAVE TIME IN
THE GYM

From the perspective of efficiency

in particular, these exercises do

have the clear advantage of

allowing you to effectively train

multiple muscles at the same time,

but the fact multiple joints and

muscles are involved results in

relatively heavier loads being used

and therefore you will need longer

warmup and setup times.

This means that any given set of

one of these exercises will require

more total preparation (warmup +

setup) time than will a set of a

comparable machine or smaller

free weight exercise.

W R I T T E N  B Y  G Y M  M A N A G E R  L E N K A  S U C H A N K O V A

Replace certain free weight

exercises with other, ‘smaller’ free

weight movements, for example by

performing a dumbbell press in

place of a barbell press. If you train

with the goal of increasing strength

on specific exercises, you obviously

have no choice but to do those

exercises if you desire to maximize

that performance outcome.

4. SHORTEN YOUR REST PERIODS

2-3 minutes for ‘big’ compound

exercises such as squats and

deadlifts – heavier weights1.5-2

minutes for ‘big’ compound

exercises such as squats and

deadlifts when performed with

lighter weight. About a minute for

most exercises 45-60 seconds for

most isolation work

"REPLACE
CERTAIN FREE

WEIGHT
EXERCISES WITH

OTHER,
‘SMALLER’ FREE

WEIGHT
MOVEMENTS"



EXPLORING THE BENEFITS OF
CARDIO

I bet when you hear the word

‘cardio’ or see it programmed in a

session you cringe. It’s not

everyone’s cup of tea and that’s

totally fine, but there are a few

reasons why it should be

implemented into your daily life or

your gym routine a few times a

week.

Cardio lowers our resting heart

rate. The harder we work, the

quicker our hearts pump blood.

Overtime, consistently adding in

regular cardio sessions will train

your heart to be better at pumping

blood, resulting in our ability to

recover quickly and see a drop in

resting heart rate.

W R I T T E N  B Y  C O A C H  S A R A H  C O Y T E

It burns calories (obviously). If

you’re already on track with

nutrition and training and don’t

want to eat less food as you start

to plateau, add in some cardio to

shed some extra kilos. Doesn’t

mean every day you need to bore

yourself to death with tedious

treadmill walks or bike repeats

– 2-3 times a week is sufficient.

Getting a good sweat up helps to

reduce cortisol (stress hormone).

Reduced stress leads to a whole

range of health benefits – better

sleep, stable energy levels, less

mood fluctuations, less weight

fluctuations.

"GETTING A GOOD
SWEAT UP
HELPS TO
REDUCE

CORTISOL
(STRESS

HORMONE).
REDUCED STRESS

LEADS TO A
WHOLE RANGE

OF HEALTH
BENEFITS."



EXPLORING THE BENEFITS OF
CARDIO

Exercise strengthens our heart

which helps it pump blood more

efficiently throughout our body.

Including 2-4 sessions in your

weekly routine will play a huge role

in helping to prevent heart disease,

reduce high cholesterol and lower

blood pressure.

Cardio doesn’t have to hurt and it

doesn’t have to be boring.

The key to being able to sustain it

in your gym program or lifestyle is

to figure out which type works best

for you. If you’re not a runner or

you HATE running, don’t run. Jump

on a rower, do some swimming,

ride the bike. Or if you aren’t about

those stationary cardio machines,

try a High Intensity Interval

Training (HIIT) class.

Group classes or partner workouts

tend to be a crowd favourite. It’s

always much easier to sweat

alongside someone else knowing

they’re either hating it or loving it

just as much as you. Strength in

numbers!
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So next time you see cardio in your

program or hear your PT tell you

it’s time for some cardio, think of

your health rather than tedious

exercise.

If you can change your mindset

around cardio and see it as a

positive for your health especially

long-term health, then it won’t be

so hard for you to implement a few

sessions here and there.

"CARDIO DOESN’T
HAVE TO HURT
AND IT DOESN’T

HAVE TO BE
BORING.."



4 WAYS TO STAY
CONSISTENT WITH YOUR
TRAINING

Consistency and adherence. The

two most important factors for

success with training. Without

sticking to the plan through daily

consistent behaviours and

following a plan we can expect to

get minimal results. Before we can

optimise training variables such as

intensity, volume, exercise

selection this MUST be already

occurring.

Here are 4 quicks tips to ensure

you can keep both consistency and

adherence high with training.

1-  Have a program

Follow a plan that aligns with your

goals but also keeps you

accountable.  A coach can help in

this situation, however writing

down the workouts you are doing

and sticking to it for 3-5 weeks is a

good way to know what to expect

for the week, and ensure progress

is occurring. Progression will tie

into you being more consistent as

you feel awesome seeing progress

week after week.

2- Enjoyment

lets face it, we don’t want to do the

things we don’t particularly like or

enjoy. Even if its an average

program and you love it, you can

still make some progress. When

you start to focus on the positive

feelings you get from the process

of training you start to get long

term success.

W R I T T E N  B Y  E D U C A T I O N A L  D E V E L O P M E N T

M A N A G E R  &  H E A D  C O A C H  L U K E  B E E Z E M

3- Realistic

Be honest with yourself and ask

how many sessions can I do per

week. This will help build your

weekly training schedule so you

now have a plan of attack.

Remember other areas of life need

attention to such as family, work

and hobbies so don’t forget to take

this into account. I would rather be

realistic and undershoot and build

confidence with training then miss

sessions each week and feel like its

too hard.

4- Flexibility

When you build a plan always allow

for flexibility because sometimes

shit happens. We can’t believe that

over a year no unexpected changes

will occur.  Have options available

if something does come up.

Example changing training days,

doing a home workout, only getting

a quick session in. Be ok with that

so you aren’t left feeling like its all

to hard.

Get these above points right so you

can start experiencing the results

you are after!

"I WOULD
RATHER BE

REALISTIC AND
UNDERSHOOT
AND BUILD

CONFIDENCE
WITH TRAINING

THEN MISS
SESSIONS EACH
WEEK AND FEEL

LIKE ITS TOO
HARD..."



4 STRATEGIES FOR
CONTROLLING CALORIES FOR
FAT LOSS

Track your calories! Do you track

your calories? I’m on 1800

calories.. I’m sure we have all

grown familiar with the idea of

calories and how much of an

influence it has on your ability to

lose weight. For those who don’t

know, a calorie is a unit of energy

commonly used to measure the

amount of energy you feed your

body.

To keep it concise, controlling

you’re caloric intake along with

how much energy you burn is what

will determine whether you lose or

gain weight. Eat more than what

you burn and will put on

weight. Eat less than what you

burn and you will lose weight

Fundamentally this is all that

matters, achieve the above and you

WILL lose weight.

W R I T T E N  B Y  C O A C H  J A Y D E N  S T O N E

As it stands apps like MyFitnessPal

are considered the gold standard

for tracking the amount of calories

that are consumed in a day and for

good reason. It is a central location

to log the foods you eat with a

huge data base that allows you to

track anything you could possibly

conceive, but it isn’t without

limitation. Although it is a useful

tool, MyFitnessPal can be time

consuming, tedious and is

embedded within technology and

thus only offering itself to a limited

number of the population. I’m here

to offer alternative strategies to

control caloric intake for fat loss,

now keep in mind that keeping

close track to the exact amount of

energy you consume will always

give you the best results. So for the

additional flexibility these

strategies provide, additional

patience may be required.

"EAT MORE THAN
WHAT YOU BURN
AND WILL PUT

ON WEIGHT. EAT
LESS THAN

WHAT YOU BURN
AND YOU WILL
LOSE WEIGHT"



4 STRATEGIES FOR
CONTROLLING CALORIES FOR
FAT LOSS

1 - Habit focused eating:

The Australian dietary guidelines

suggest that an adult consume 2-3

serves of fruit, 5-6 serves of

vegetables and 2-3 serves of lean

meats per day. Focusing on

building your diet around these

highly nutritious low calorie dense

food means that your probably

substituting other higher calorie

dense food from your diet and

therefore decreasing your caloric

intake

2 - Food log:

Write down or take photos of

exactly what you are eating, the

apple you had as a snack, the

coffee with breakfast or the glass

of wine you had on Friday night.

Reflect on what you’ve been eating

and look to remove/minimise the

foods that don’t serve your goals.

3 - Scale System:

At the end of each day reflect on

what you’ve eaten and assign a

number that reflect your

perception of healthy/nutritious

eating. Be strict, how much fruit/

veg have you had? How many

serves of protein? How many

sweets? Give yourself a number

out of 10 and look to increase the

weekly average over time.. 

W R I T T E N  B Y  C O A C H  J A Y D E N  S T O N E

4 - Stop Eating So Much:

Once the thought of fullness enters

your mind, stop eating. Although

that extra plate of food or dessert

after dinner may be appetising, it’s

not serving your goals.

Remember your goal is to Eat less

than what you burn.There is an

infinite amount of strategies to

implement. Hopefully you can

integrate one or more of the above

to get you on your way to losing

weight."CONTROLLING
YOU’RE CALORIC
INTAKE ALONG

WITH HOW MUCH
ENERGY YOU

BURN IS WHAT
WILL DETERMINE

WHETHER YOU
LOSE OR GAIN

WEIGHT."


